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T

he United States conducts a census each decade for the purpose of determining the population of the country and of its
various geographic areas. Quite apart from the matter of
reapportionment of congressional districts, the demographic
information compiled in this manner is of highly significant value
in economic planning. Other information elicited in the course of
taking the national census provides valuable information regarding
many facets of changing sociological conditions. Censuses are
similarly undertaken by other countries for the selfsame reasons.
There have been no indications that any sector of the Jewish
community in the diaspora has demurred with regard to
participation in a national census.
Not so in the State of Israel. Newspaper accounts describing
the recently completed census undertaken by the government of
Israel - the fourth since the establishment of the state of Israel are replete with reports of refusal to participate on the part of
certain groups within the Orthodox community and of rabbinic
disagreement with regard to the permissibility of participation.
The census of 5743 was, however, by no means the first
occasion on which this matter received the attention of rabbinic
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scholars. The earliest item dealing with the question of a modernday census appears to be a responsum written by R. Ben-Zion
Uziel, Mishpetei Uzi'el, Choshen Mishpat, lnyanim Kellaliyim, no.
2, reprinted in Piskei Uzi'el (Jerusalem, 5737), no. 40. That
responsum, dated 4 Tammuz 5697, predates the establishment of
the State of Israel and was written at a time when the census was
apparently undertaken in a less formal manner by the national labor
union and local authorities. Subsequent to the establishment of the
State, on the occasion of the second census which was conducted in
5721, responsa dealing with the propriety of a census undertaken
by a Jewish state were authored by a number of leading rabbinic
scholars. Of these, the most significant are the responsa of R.
Yechiel Ya'akov Weinberg, Ha-Pardes, Tammuz 5721, reprinted in
Seridei Esh, II, no. 48 , and of R. Eliezer Waldenberg, Tzitz
Eli'ezer, VII no. 3. t Rabbi Weinberg found no objection to
participation in the census, while Rabbi Waldenberg presented a
lengthy discussion of the manifold aspects of the problem and
expressed strong reservations with regard to its permissibility.
Public controversy concerning the halachic propriety of the
Israeli census dates at least to the third census conducted in 5732.
At that time, the then Chief Rabbi, Rabbi Iser Yehudah Unterman,
issued a statement declaring the census to be permissible according
to "the majority of the authorities." That statement has now been
published in Techumin, IV (5743). 335. At the same time, however,
formal prohibitions against participation in the census were issued
by the Bet Dill of the Edah ha-Charedit, headed by R. Yitzchak
Ya'akov Weiss and by the Steipeler Rav, R. Ya'akov Kanievsky of
Bnei Brak. The text of those pronouncements was published in

I.

Other items which dppeared ~t th<lt time include: R. Joseph Kap~h. Ha.T~ofell, 2
Tammu;o; 5721; R. Mordecai Yehudah leib Zaks,Ha·Torah ve·ha-Medin<:lh, vol.
Xl·XllJ (5720-5722); R. S.lul Israeli. Shanah ba- Shanah, 5722. reprinted in
Arnud h<:l-Yemhri, no 13; and N.B. lerner, Machanayirn, SivaI' 5722. R.
Menachem Kaslll'r's discussion, published in the addend~ to Torah Shll!imalT,
(Jelusalem, 5724) was also occasioned by the census of 5721. At a much earlier
time. an artIcle by R. Shemary"hu Weinson analyzing the nature of King
David's tr~nsgression in counting the populace was published in Knesset hllGeno/all, IV (Warsaw, 5651). 155-159.
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No'am XVI (5733), 89. Rabbi Kanievsky's issur of 5732 has been
reissued by his son in conjunction with the present census.~ The
Edah Ha-Clzaredif also reissued its original pronouncement in
cautioning against participation in the present census. J The same
volume of No'am contains two articles expressing a permissive view
authored by Rabbis Nathan Zevi Friedman and Menachem Kasher.
Rabbi Kasher's contribution is a reprint of material included in the
addenda to his Torah Sheleimah, XI (Jerusalem, 5724), and also
appears in his responsa collection, Divrei Menachem, 1, no. 36.
The halachic problems attendant upon participation in a census
have received renewed attention in conjunction with the census of
5743. Of particular interest is a brief, annotated monograph bearing
the title Mispar Benei Yisra'eI devoted to the laws of "counting the
children of Israel." authored by Rabbi Joel Schwartz, mashgiach
ruchani of Yeshiva Dvar Yerushalayim, and published by that
institution. A valuable discussion of the sources is presented by
Rabbi Menachem Friedman, Rosh Yeshiva of Kolel Chasidei Belz of
Jerusalem, in Ha-Machaneh ha-Charedi, 28 Sivan 5743. Rabbi
Friedman's articles on halachic topics are regularly featured in HaMachalJeh ~lQ-Charedi, an excellent news and feature weekly
published by the Belz chasidic community. The halachic problems
attendant upon participation in a census are also discussed by Rabbi
Shlc>mo Goren in a three-part article which appeared in the
weekend edition of the Israeli newspaper Ha- Tzofeh, 29 Sivan, 6
Tammuz and 13 Tammuz 5743. Disclaiming responsibility for
issuing a definitive ruling since he is no longer Chief Rabbi, Rabbi
Goren fails to present an unequivocal conclusion, but formulates
several arguments auguring against participation. A number of
n(wel insights are advanced by Rabbi Chaim Kanievsky in a brief
sectic>n devoted to a discussion of the census issue included in his
recently published comprehensive work on the mitzvah of egiah
arufah, Nachal Eitall (Bnei Brak, 5737) 6:10, sec. 7. Rabbi Chaim
Kanievsky is the son of the Steipeler Rav and is a prolific author
and recognized scholar in his own right. A valuable bibliography as
2.. See /la Tzafell, 15 Sivan 574J, p. 8, cal, 1.
J. See f/a·Edah. Parsltat Be.//a'a/otekha. 5733.
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well as description of the manner in which the present census was
wnducted is presented by R. Yochai Baruch Rudick, Techumin, IV
(5743). Appended to that article are facsimiles of the census forms
employed, the statement of Rabbi Unterman issued in 5732, a
statement issued by R. Chaim Kanievsky in 5743 as well as a
statement by the present Chief Rabbis of Israel.

The Sources
A prohibition against counting Jews is recorded by Rambam,
Hi/chat Temidim u-Musafim 4:4; Magen Avraham, Drach
Chayyim 156:2; Pri Chadash, Drach Chayyim 55:1; and Kaf
haChayyim 13:10. Various scriptural verses are cited as the basis of
the prohibition.
1. The source which suggests itself most readily is Exodus
30:12. Moses is commanded to count the children of Israel by
collecting a half-shekel from each person in order "that there be no
plague among them when you number them." Indeed, the Gemara,
Berachat 62b, depicts God as telling David, "Behold I will make
you stumble over a matter which even school children know,
namely, that which is written, 'When you take the sum of the
children of Israel according to their number, then shall they give
every man a ransom for his soul unto the Lord. [that there be no
plague among them].''' Here the Gemara declares that even "school
children" are aware of a prohibiton expressed in Exodus 30:12.
This verse also serves to explain that counting the people of
Israel is prohibited because of an inherent danger, viz., the danger
of plague attendant upon direct counting of individuals. Rashi
explains that the rationale underlying the prohibiton against censustaking is danger resulting from an "evil eye." This concept is
explained by Rabbenu Bachya, Exodus 30:12, as predicated upon
the manner in which divine providence is manifest. Providence may
extend to an individual either qua individual or as a member of a
larger group. When providence is directed toward a group even an
undeserving individual may receive benefits since judgment is made
with regard to the preservation and well-being of the group as a
whole. However, when providence is directed toward an individual
ql~a individual only his personal actions and merit are considerd in
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determining whether he is to be deemed worthy of divine
guardianship. The counting of individuals, explains Rabbenu
Bachya, has the effect of singling out the individual counted in this
manner for particular scrutiny. If he is found lacking in merit he
may receive punishment for misdeeds which otherwise might escape
scrutiny. By way of analogy, Rabbenu Bachya draws attention to
the words of the Shunammite woman. Elisha asked her, "what is to
be done for thee? Wouldst thou be spoken for to the king or to the
captain of the host?" And she answered. ") dwell among my own
pe<:>ple" (II Kings 4 :13). The Shunammite woman did not wish to
be singled out for mention to the king or to the captain of the host.
50 long as she remained anonymous she had nothing to fear from
them. She was fearful, however, that were Elisha to cause those
individuals to focus their attention upon her, the result might be
detrimental rather than beneficial. 4
2. Yet, elsewhere, Yama 22b, the Germara adduces entirely
different sources in establishing a prohibition against a numerical
survey of the Jewish population. R. Yitzchak declares that it is
forbidden to count Israel "even for purposes of a mitzvah" and
derives the prohibition from I Samuel 11:8. Prior to engaging in
battle to defend his nation against Nahash the Ammonite, an
encounter which clearly constituted a milchemet mitzvah. Saul
fC'und it necessary to have an accurate reckoning of the populace.
Accordingly, "He counted them be·vauk." R. Yitzchak interprets
this phrase, not as identifying the town or village in which the
census was taken, viz., Bazek, but as indicating the means by which
the count was ascertained. The word "bazek" is interpreted as
denoting shards of pottery. Thus Scripture reports that each person
delivered a shard of pottery to be counted by the census· takers. The

4. See alw $efomo. Exodus 30;12, Cr.. however. Ralbag, Exodus 30:12, and
AkeMllt Yitzchllk, PIl,shllt Tllzri'Il, shll'llr 61. as well as Kli Yllbr, Exodus 30:12.
FN amplification of Rambam's position regarding the evill')'e see Tesnullot nllRllmbllm (ed. Friemann). no. 260; Migdlll Oz, Hikhal Shechtnim 2:16; and Bet
Yostf, Choslte" Mishpat 156. See also Me'iri, Pesacnim I09b. Cr., Abarband'S
c(>mmentMy on Exodus 30:12 in which he offers a naturalistic explanation of the
harm caused by the "evil ey('."
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inference drawn by R. Yitzchak is that this cumbersome method
was necessary because direct counting is forbidden.
In response to the objection that "bazek" may be a place name,
the Gemara cites I Samuel 15:4, "and Saul summoned the people
and numbered them by means of lambs (tela'im)." Standard biblical
translations similarly render "tela'im" as a place name. Tosafot
Yeshall;m, ¥oma 22b, and Radak, I Samuel 15:4, likewise indicate
that such is the "simple meaning" of the verse. However, according
to talmudic exegesis, prior to engaging in war against Amalek, Saul
did not count the populace at a place known as Tela'im; rather he
counted by means of lambs (tela'im). Rashi, I Samuel 15:4,
following the interpretation of the Gemara, explains the verse as
stating that Saul provided the populace with lambs which he then
retrieved in taking the census.
Targum ¥ollatan indicates that the census was undertaken by
Saul in conjuction with the offering of the paschal sacrifice. A
rough estimate of the populace was achieved by counting the
number of paschal lambs offered. Noteworthy is the statement of
the Gemara, Pesachim 64b:
Our Rabbis taught: King Agrippa once wished to cast his
eyes on the hosts of Israel [to ascertain their number.J Said
he to the High Priest, "Cast your eyes upon the paschal
sacrifices." [The High Priest] took a kidney from each
[paschal sacrifice] and 600,000 pairs of kidneys were found
there, twice as many as [the number of] those who
departed from Egypt, excluding those who were unclean
and those who were on a distant journey; and there was not
a single paschal sacrifice for which more than ten people
had not registered; and they called it "The Passover of the
dense throngs."
A similar narrative is recorded by Josephus, Wars of the Jews, Book
VI, chap. 9.~
5. Rabbi Goren points oul lhat an imprecise census may be permissible under all
circumstances. If so. derivation or a prohibition from this narrative according to
the interpretation of T<lrg"m ¥onat<ln is problemalic. According to Tllrgwm
¥onllla", Saul was able to achieve only a rough approximalion or lhe populace
wunted. Following this line of interpretation, the Gema,a must b<' understood as
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3. In the same discussion. the Gemara. Yama 22b. adduces yet
another source for the prohibition against counting the populace. R.
Eleazar derives a negative prohibition from Hosea 2:1 which he
renders as "The number of the children of Israel shall be as the
sand of the sea which shall not be measured nor numbered (10
yimad ve-/o yisafer)," rather than as "which cannot be measured
ON numbered." R. Nachman bar Yitzchak finds that this verse
establishes, not one, but two prohibitions, viz., "shall not be
measured" and "shall not be numbered."6
Maharsha, in his commentary on Yama 22b, questions why,
in this discussion, the Gemara cites prophetic verses in establishing
a prohibition and fails to rely upon Exodus 30:12 as does the
Gemara in Berachot 62b. Maharsha explains that Exodus 30:12
might be understood as requiring the contribution of a half-shekel
f('f each person as "a ransom for his soul unto the Lord" because of
the prior transgression incurred in serving the golden calf.
H0wever, absent such transgression, it might be presumed that a
census poses no danger and hence is not prohibited.
Addressing the same question, Rabbi Weinberg and Rabbi
Waldenberg both suggest that citation of a verse from the prophetic
writings is necessary in order to establish a prohibition against the
taking of a census "even for purposes of a mitzvah" since the
pentateuchal verse does not necessarily encompass such
CC'ntingencies. 7 A similar explanation is advanced by /yun Ya'akov
deriving lhe prohibition against census-laking from lhe verse" And he counled
them by means of lambs" on lhe basis of the assumption that Saul was
C(>nstr"ined to satisfy himself with an imprl'<"ise counling because of a
pr('hibition againsl an accurilte census.
6. Cf., Tl'slwvol Chavot Ya'i~, no. 9.
7. R. Ch"im Joseph David Azulai, Petach Ei"ayim, Yom" 22b, R. Yehudah Aryeh
Leib Alter of Ger, Setal Emet, Yoma 22b, and R. Yisra'd Yehoshu'a of Kutna,
Yesllu'ol Molko. Ukkutei To~ah, p. 74b, suggest that. in context. Exodus 30:12
refers <;>nly 10 a census of the entire populace. Accordingly, Yoma 22b adduces
verses from prophetic sources in establishing a prohibition "gainst counting even
a p",tion of the populace. Cf" however, Chiddushei ellalam Sofe~, Yoma 22b.
cited bel(>w, See also TzHz Eli'e1;l'~, VII, no. 3, sec. 11, who suggests that othN,
m",e explicit verses are required because Exodus 30:12 might be inlerpreted as
fNbidding a census only when undertaken by a "king or leader of Israel. ..
Indeed Mid.lIsh Talpiyot, no. 20, ciles an opinion 10 lhe effecl thaI "'a ransom"
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and Elz Yose! in their respective commentaries on Ein Ya'akov,
Yo rna 22b. 8
4. Rashi, I Chronicles 27:24, seemingly ignoring the sources
cited in both Berachot 62b and Yorna 22b, posits two entirely
different verses as sources for this prohibition. The passages "If a
man can number the dust of the earth, then shall your seed also be
numbered" (Genesis 13:16) and '''look now toward heaven and
wunt the stars if you be able to count them'; and he said unto him,
'50 shall your seed be'" (Genesis 15:5) are interpreted by Rashi,
not simply as blessings, but as prohibitions against counting the
progeny of Abraham. In his comentary on I Samuel 15:4, Rashi
cites yet a third verse, "I will surely do you good and make your
seed as the sand of the sea which cannot be numbered for
multitude" (Genesis 32:13) which he renders as "which shall not be
numbered for multitude."~
According to Rashi, who views the verses in Genesis as
establishing a prohibition against counting the population of Israel,
it may perhaps be presumed that the Gemara, Yama 22b, adduces
prophetic verses because the verses in Genesis refer only to the
counting of all members of the community of Israel. The
pwhibition established on the basis of the prophetic verses cited in
Yarna 22b, however, clearly applies to the counting of even a
is required only when the ct>nsus is undertaken by a king.
It should however be noted that Rambam, Hi/cha' Ttmidim u~Musafim 4:4,
cites <>nly the reference to I Samuel IS:4 discussed in Yoma 22b and omits any
reference to Exodus 30:12 as ~ sour(e for su(h a prohibition. Unlike Berachol
62b, Yoma 22b may have regarded Exodus 30:12 as referring only to the census
undertaken in the wilderness, but not as establishing a prohibition fOf posterity.
If 5(>, the prohibiton against counting would be regarded by Rambam as binding
sC'llely by virtue of propheti( tradtion (mei-dlvrei kabb,,!ah) rather than as
expressly biblical in nahlre. See Mispar Bnei Yisrll'el, p. 19f: d .. howevef,
Seridei Esh, II, no. 48, and Tzltz Eliezer, VII, no. 3, sec \. It is, however difficult
tC'l sustain any expl,lnation whi(h posits a conflict between Berllchot 62b and
YOIflIl 22. In Berllchat it is R. Eleazar who cites Exodus 30:12 as the source of the
prC'lhibition and it is alSQ R. Eleazar who is quoted in Yom" as establishing the
p",hihition on the basis of Hosea 2:1.
8. See also TosafQi Ri 111l~Lllv"n, Yom" zzb; cr., Be'er SI'evll, Tilmid 28a.
9. Cf.. Meshech Chachlllllh, P"rs/Ill' NIlSO, S.V. be-hllttorllh.
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segment of the populace. Thus. Scripture records that when Saul
tC'(\k the census prior to his battle against Ammon "The children of
Israel were 300,000, and the men of Judah 30,000" (I SamueJll:8);
later, prior to the war against Amalek. Saul counted "200,000
f(\C'tmen and 10,000 men of Judah" (I Samuel 15:4). The small
numbers recorded, as well as the discrepancy between the figures,
clearly indicate that the potential warriors' counted by Saul
wnstituted only a portion of the populace. Moreover, the Gemara,
Yorna 22b, declares that, in the Temple, each priest extended a
finger to be counted because it is forbidden to count people. 1O The
c(\unting of only the priests in the Temple certainly would not have
CC'nstituted a census of the entire people. Nevertheless, it was
permilled to count only outstretched fingers but not the priests
themselves.]] Thus, according to this analysis, the direct counting of
even a portion of the populace is forbidden. 12
Curiously, the sources which serve to prohibit even a partial
census were apparently overlooked by one biblical commentator. R.
Elijah Mizrachi. in his supercommentary on Rashi, Exodus 30:12,
expresses the opinion that "perhaps" the prohibition against
CC'unting the populace is operative only if the entire people, or the
majC'r portion of the populace, is counted, as was the case with
regard to the census undertaken by Moses in the wilderness. For

10. Cf. H"wever. R~mb~n's novel interpret~tion recorded in Hi1chot Temedim uMUSilfim 4:3.
II. R. Meir D~n Plock;, Klei Clremdll/r, Pllfshllf Ki TisSIl, expl~ins th~t ~lthough it is
f('rbidden to count individu~ts directly. the counting of fingers is deemed ~
permissible form of indirect counting. Tr~nsl~ted literally, Exodus 30:12 states
"when y"u counl the /read of the children of Israe!..... The prohibition. explains
Klei Cllemdall, is understood as applying only 10 the counting of "heads" or of
"0rgans" upon which life is dependent. A similar explanation is advanced by the
auth0r "f Pe'at ha-ShulcJlIm and rebutted by ehA/am Sofer, Kove/z She'elot uTeshulJOf (jerusalem,57J3). no. 8. Cf., Abarbanel, Exodus 30:12.
12. As n"ted earlier. Pe/ach Eilllly;m, Sefll/ Emet and Yeshu'ot Molko independently
explain that. in establishing a prohibition against the direct counting of the
p,'pulace, the Gemara ciles the verse describing the census taken by Saul rather
than Ex"dus 30:12 because the lauer passage serves to prohibit only the counling
,.f the enlire popul'lce while the prophetic verses serve to prohibit the counting
C'f even ~ portion of th . . populace.
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this reason, opines Mizrachi, there were no untoward results when
David took a census prior to engaging in battle against Absalom
and his company (II Samuel 18:1-2). On that occasion David
divided the people into three groups and assigned joab, Abishai the
scm C'f Zeruiah and Iltai the Giuite to conduct the census, charging
each with counting one-third of the populace, Thus, there was no
single census of the entire people. Subsequent writers have pointed
C'ut that Mizrachi's position is contradicted by the Gemara's
statement declaring that it was forbidden to count the priests in the
Temple, Indeed, Mizrachi's view also seems to be contradicted by
the Gemara's analysis of the census conducted by Saul. Even
thC'ugh only a segment of the nation was included in that census,
Saul found it necessary to count the populace by means of shards
and lambs in order to circumvent the prohibition. IJ

King David's Error
Particularly perplexing is the fact that King David apparently
ignored the prohibition against counting the populace despite the
protestations of joab (II Samuel 24:1-4 and I Chronicles 21:1:3)
who demanded, "Why does my lord require this thing? Why will
he be a cause of trespass to Israel?" (I Chronicles 21:3). joab was
indeed correct in opposing the undertaking of a census as indicated
by Scripture: "And God was displeased with this thing; therefore
He smote Israel" (I Chronicles 21 :7); "So the Lord sent a pestilence
upon Israel from the morning even to the time appointed; and there
died of the people from Dan to Beersheba 70,000 men" (II Samuel
24:15). David himself conceded his guilt saying, "I have sinned
greatly in what I have done ... for I have done very foolishly" (II
Samuel 24:10; and, with minor variation, J Chronicles 21:8).1·

13. Cf., Pelneh (jtt"yil>!, Yom" 22b. Fer a summary of various allempts to rKondle
Mizraehi's comments with these sources see Tl,itl, Eli'eur, VII. no, 3. sees, 35·37,
14, Cf., h{\wever, AbarbaneL Exodus 30:1Z. who maintains Ihat the misfortune
which was visited upon the populace follOWing David's census was a
punishment for their treasonous conduct in supporling Sheba ben Biehri.
Abarbanel's interpretation appears to be al variance wilh bolh Berachol 62b and
Yom" 22b as well as contrary to the plain meaning of these scriptural versl'5. See
R. Ben-Zion Uziel, Mishpetei Uzi'et Inyanim Kellaliyim, no. 2,

"
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Biblical commentators have advanced a variety of theses explaining
the nature of David's error. A number of halachic ramifications
flow from those diverse explanations.
1. Ramban, in his commentary on Exodus 30:12, explains thai
David did not properly understand the nature of the prohibition
and endeavors to elucidate the nature of David's error. Ramban
noles that Exodus 30:12 fails to specify whether the prohibition
against counting the people is binding in a1l generations or whether
it was intended to apply only during the period of wandering in the
wilderness. According to Ramban, David erred in assuming that the
prohibition lapsed upon entry into the promised land. ls Ramban
thus clearly understands David's censuS as having been undertaken
in a direct manner and not by means of counting half-shekels or the
like. This is certainly the interpretation placed upon the incident by
the Cemara, Berachot 62b. According to Ramban, only a direct
census is forbidden; indirect counting by means of half-shekels or a
similar expedient is permitted. to This is also the position of
IS. Maharal of Prague, Gur Aryelr, Exodus 30:12, explains that David erred in
assuming that danger of an "evil eye'" existed only in the wilderness where all of
lsr"e! was assembled in one location, Ben Yehayllda, Be.llclrat 62b asserts that
David erred in assuming that the prohibition pertained only to a census
c{'ndueted in the wilderness which was a place of danger but not in the Land of
lsr3el where the merit of residence in the land protects against danger. Kli Yaka"
Ex ....dus 30:12, opines that David's Nror lay in assuming that only the first
census, which was undertaken when population figures were entirely unknown,
reqUired collection of half-shekels; however, subs~uent counting, when the
numbers were known at least in an approximate manner, in David's opinion, did
n(,t r&jlJire collt>ction of half-shekels, Cf., however. Tzitz EIi'ezer, VII. no. 3. sec.
53, and Mispar Bnei Yisrllel, p. 31. note 11, and p. 36. note 1.
16. As will be noted below, R. Cha;~ ibn Allar, Or ha-Chllyyim, Exodus 30:]2,
permits indirect census·taking in the absence of a legitimate "purpose'" only by
meanS of collecting half-shekels. Cr., Kauez She'elol u-Teslruuol Chatam Safe',
nO. S. Tzitz Eli'eze' VII, no. 3, sec. 22, suggPSts that according to Or haChayyilll who permits census-taking only by meanS of collecting half-shekels,
such a procedure may be pt'rmissible only when the halF-shekels are delivered to
the Temple treasury.
R, Jacob Zevi Me.:klenburg, Ha-Ketllu ue-hll-Kllbbalah, Exodus 30:12,
advances a novel view in stating that a portion of the populace may be counted
indire<"tly by means of pieces of shard. or lambs. or the like, However. in his
l'pinil'n, the entire popubce may never be counted even indirectly other than by
means .,f half-shekels which serve as a "'ransom."
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Rambam, Hi/khat Temidim u-Musafim 4:4,17
2. However, in a subsequent comment Ramban contradicts his
own earlier interpretation. In his commentary on Numbers 1:3
Ramban remarks, "To me it [appears] unlikely that David should
not be careful with regard to that which Scripture states, 'that there
be no plague among them when you number them.' If perhaps
David did err why did loab not do [the census by means of] shekels
so that he should nol sin?" Ramban proceeds 10 explain that a
census such as was undertaken by David is forbidden even when
wnducted by means of counting half~shekels since it was
unnecessary and not designed to serve a valid need or "purpose"
(tzorech). David's census, asserts Ramban, was not designed to
serve a military purpose or any other national need. That census, he
declares, was undertaken by David simply in order to "gladden his
heart" by demonstrating that he reigned over a large populace. In
support of this thesis Ramban cites Bamidbar Rabbah 2:17:
Whenever Israel was counted for a purpose, their number
did not diminish; but when they were counted for no
purpose, they became diminished. When were they counted
for a purpose? In the days of Moses and for the [setting up
('If the] standards and al the division of the land. [When
were they counted] for no purpose? In the days of David.
Similar statements appears in Pesikta Rabbati 11 :3, Pesikta de Rav
KahQlla 2:17 and Midrash Tanchuma, Parshat Ki Tissa, sec. 9.

It is clear that even a census undertaken for a "purpose" is
permitted only if taken indirectly by means of half-shekels or the
like. The counting of the priests in the Temple was clearly
necessary in order to determine which priests were to perform the
sacrificial ritual. A number was arbitrarily selected and the priests
were counted seriatim until the previously announced number was
reached. The priest with whom the enumeration culminated was
assigned a role in the sacrificial service. This procedure was
designed to assign priests to their tasks in an orderly manner and 10
17. This interpretdlion is also rerJecled in the comments of the Zohar, Parshat
Pekudei, p. zz5b. Cr., Tzeidah Ia-Dered" Exodus 30:12.

"
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prevent jeopardy to life and limb such as had existed at an earlier
time when the priests were themselves permitted to seize the initiative fN participation. Although the numbering of the priests was
("ndueted for a "purpose," the counting was of outstretched
f0refingers rather than of people. La
This is also the position of Tosafot Rid, Yoma 22b; Radak, I
Samuel 15:4 and II Samuel 24:1; and rosafor Ri ha-Lavatl, Yoma
2b. It should however be noted that rosa/ot Rid and rosa/ot Ri haLavan speak of indirect counting being permitted for the "purpose
of a mitzvah" rather than simply for any "purpose." Similarly, R.
Naphtali Zevi Yehudah Berlin, Meromei Sadeh, Berachot 62a,
stipulates thai the counting must be for the purpose of a mitzvah. 19
A similar position is advanced by Petach £irtayim, Yama 22b, in the
name of R. Menachem Azariah of Panu. On the other hand, R.
Chaim ibn Allar, Or ha-Chayyim, Exodus 30:2, permils the indirect
c('lunting of even the entire populace by means of half-shekels
despite Ihe absence of a legitimate "purpose."
Parenthetically, it is significant that in these comments
Ramban speaks of a prohibition devolving upon the census-taker.
lNb is described as being troubled because he would incur
transgression by virtue of taking a census. Although Ramban is
silent with regard to a transgression on the part of those who are
c('lunted, it is dear that the danger of epidemic (or, according 10
CJtizhmi, Numbers 31 :49, the danger of being killed in baule)
clearly devolves upon those who are counted, However, SeIer
Chasidim (Frankfurt am Main, 1924), no. 1411, adopts a contrary
p('lsition. According to Sefer Chasidim,the prohibition devolves only
upon those who are counted, but nol upon the census-taker. It may
also be noted that Yalkut Shim'oni, II Samuel 24, records that
GC'd's anger was aroused against Israel at the time of loab's census
18. Rabbi Friedman No'tun XVI, 87, errs in slating that, according to Ramhan. a
direct wunting of Ihe populace is permitted when undertaken for a "purpose."
19, Cf.. h{'wever. R. Chaim Kanievsky. Nachal Eitan 6:10. sec, 7. who understands
Ihe c{'ncept of counting for Ihe purpose of a mitzvah as formulated by Tosafot
Ri Ira-Lava" as permitting even indirect counting only upon specific divine
cC'mmand. rather th,ln for the purpose of enabling the fulfillment of some other
cC'mmandmenl.
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because the populace did not resist Joab in his endeavor.
3. Advancing an alternative explanation in his comments on
Numbers 1:3, Ramban declares that the en\ire populace may not be
C<'unted even by indirect means. Therefore, even when undertaken
by means of counting half-shekels, a census may include only those
twenty years of age and 0lder. 2o David, however, commanded that
all above the age of thirteen be counted. Such a census yields a
pC'pulation count of the entire people which is forbidden under all
circumstances. l l According to this explanation, David erred in
assuming that a census of the entire populace including even those
under twenty years of age is permitted when undertaken in an
indirect manner.
Ramban further cites a "midrash aggadah" - presumably a
reference to the earlier cited aggadic statement recorded in Berachot
62b - which explains that David sinned in taking the census
directly rather than by means of half-shekels. Thus the diverse
explanations advanced by Ramban in his commentaries on Exodus
31:1 reflect different strands of midrashic interpretation. 22
4. R. Mordecai Jaffe, Levush ha-Orah, and Mizrachi, in their
respective commentaries on Exodus 30:12, explain that King David
erred in assuming that this verse does not establish a prohibition
against census-taking. According to this interpretation, David
understood Exodus 30:12 as requiring a half-shekel simply as a
ZOo See ~Is<> Maharit, Tzofnat Pa'a"each, Parshat Ki TisSD, derlisl1 t, and Nadia/

Eila.! 6:10, SK. 7.
21. Surprisingly, Rabbi Goren Fails to cite Ramban's comments in this regard but
dl'eS indic~le th~t R~shi. in citing the various verst's in Genesis rather than those
adduced by Berac!lDt 62b and Yoma 22b, intended to establish the basis for a
pr('hibition against counting the entire populace.
22. See, howt'ver, Meromei Sadeh, Berachol 62b, and T2it2 Eli'eur, VII, no. J, sec.
lS, whr;> resolve the ~pparent contradiction between the two talmudic discussions
by suggesting that Berachol 62b ascribes a two-fold error to David: censustaking in the absenCE' of a legitimate purpose which was compounde<:l by failure
t" c"lleet half-shekels because the census was not undertaken for legitim~te
pUp<'se which was compounded by failure to collect half_shekels. Cf., however.
Tosafot Rid, Yoma 22b, who remarks that Joab did not require the collection of
half-shekels because the census was not undertJken fOf a legitimate purpose and.
~CC(>rdin8Iy. collection of
half-shekels would not have mitigated the
transgression.
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"r.lnsom" to avert a calamity and, assuming that the "ransom" need
not necessarily be delivered prior to the census but could be paid
after the counting as well, intended to collect such an offering
subsequent to completing the census. 2J Maharal of Prague, Cur
Aryeh, Exodus 30:12, advances a similar explanation but comments
that David believed that the half-shekel donated annually by each
person for the purpose of purchasing communal offerings was
suffficient to serve as "ransom." Levush further comments that the
true import of the commandment was not known until after the
misfortune which occurred following David's census.
The basic notion advanced by Levush and Mizrachi, viz., that
the giving of a "ransom" need not be simultaneous with the taking
of the census, is found in the comments of an early authority.
Rashbam, Numbers 31:49, speaks of an offering subsequent to the
taking of the census as serving as a form of "ransom."
Parenthetically, it should be noted that Leuush, Mizrachi,
Maharal and Rashbam apparently maintain that the collection of
half-shekels serves to permit a direct head count of the populace.
Such a position is entirely compatible with a literal reading of
Exodus 30:12 and Numbers 1:2. Similary, Yalkut Shim'oni, Parshat
Ki Tissa, speaks of individuals passing beyond a wooden platform,
presumably for purposes of being counted directly. However,
Rashi, Exodus 30:12, carefully explains that the collection of half.
shekels was designed to enable the census to be taken indirectly by
means of counting the half-shekel coins rather than by a direct
cNmt of individuals. According Rashi, direct counting of people is
never permissible.

23. R. Yeruch~m Fischel ['crld (Mahari rerlll), in his commentdry on Sd'adya Ca'on's
Sefer !la-Milzvot, 10-Ia'05eh, nos. 264-265. p.32Zl>, opines that, in the event that
d I'crSDn has been counted, he must contribute 1'1 half-shekel to charity as
"ransC'm." Tzitz Eli'ezer, VI!. no, 3 se<:. 16, suggests that, according to MarhdTi
Perla. any coin minted dS d half of the monetary unit which constitutes the coin
C'f the rei'llm may be sufficient for this purpose even if its value is less than lhat
(,I hi'llf a shekel. However, Tzitz EWezer fails to offer compelling evidence in
Sllpp<>rt "I tllis contention.
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Chatam Sofer's Position
R. Moshe Safer, in a responsum published only in recent
years, Kavett She'elot u- Teshuvot Chatam Safer (Jerusalem 5733),
no. 8,24 a significant portion of which is also included in his
talmudic novellae, Chiddushei Chatam Safer, Yoma 22b, adopts a
p0siti0n which, while incorporating elements found in Ramban's
exposition, is at variance with that of other authorities. As noted
earlier, Ramban, in one explanation, asserts that a direct census
which is accurate and precise in nature is forbidden even if limited
to a p0rtion of the populace. The expedient of indirect counting is
employed, according to Chatam Safer, not because indirect counting
is intrinsically permissible, but simply because indirect counting
admits of error and is, by it very nature, not precise. Although each
person, rich or poor, is commanded to contribute a half-shekel, no
m0re and no less, there is no guarantee that the directive will be
adhered to scrupulously. Imprecision is also likely to result when
the census is taken by counting lambs or bits of pOllery. Similarly,
in wunting the forefingers extended by the priests, it is possible
that error will occur because some may not extend a forefinger and
S0me may extend a multiple number of fingers. According to
Chafam Sofer, it is precisely because the true number will not be
known with certainty that the taking of a census by indirect means
is permitted.
The counting of people, even of a portion of populace, in a
manner that is not designed to yield an accurate reckoning, asserts
Chatam Sofer, may be undertaken only by means of half-shekels
which serve as "ransom. illS The extension of fingers by the priests,
even though it was not accompanied by collection of half-shekels,
asserts Chatam Sofer, was permitted because it was not done as a
24. This rl"5ponsum, logether with the query ~nd subsequent response of his
inler!0culor, R. Yisr~'el of Shklov, Ihe ~uthor of Pe'llt hQ·ShulchQII, W~5 fint
published in Sefer I'Q~Yovel Ie-Doktor 8.M. Levin (Jerusalem, 5700), ed. R.
Yehud~h Leib Fi5hln~n.
25. Cr., Or ha-Chllyi"" and Ha-Ketau ue-Ira-Kabbalah, ciled above, note 16.
II should be noted Ih~1 in his concluding remarks Chlltam Safer Slales lhal
('0unl;ng by l11eans of h.llf-shekels or by way of goral is permilled only for the
purpt'se of a mitzvah.
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means of counting the priests hut by way of gora/, or lot, in order
to assign roles in the performance of the sacrificial ritual. The
procedure began with the announcement of an arbitrarily selected
number. Thereupon, the outstretched fingers were counted seriatim
until the previously announced number was reached. The number
announced prior to counting the fingers extended by the priests
might indeed be greater than the total number of individuals
presenLThis would require that at least some priests be counted
more than once. Thus the intention was dearly not to obtain a
census in any sense of the term. In a highly novel explanation,
Chatam Sofer asserts that the shards and lambs collected by Saul
were similarly designed, not to establish a census, but as a device by
which to assign various roles in combat. Since the procedure was in
the nature of a goral, rather than of a census, half-shekels were not
required. It would appear that, according to the opinion of Chatam
Sofer as expressed in this responsum, a contemporary census, even
if undertaken in an indirect manner (and even if it be imprecise in
nature) is not permissible since it is not accompanied by the
contribution of a half-shekel. On the other hand, the author of
Pe'al ha-Shulchall, as quoted in Kovetz Teshuvor Chatam Sofer, as
well as Klei Chemdah and Pardes Yosef in their respective
C(lmmentaries on Exodus 30:12, permit the counting of nonvital
organs or of items of clothing as constituting indirect forms of
census-taking.

Contemporary Factors and Rulings
Rabbi Weinberg, Seride; Esh, II, no. 48, finds that a census
undertaken in Israel under contemporary conditions is permilled
because such a census is conducted by means of questionnaires
which are filled out by individual householders. The names inserted
in the blank spaces provided on the forms are then tabulated in
('(cler to reach a final count. The tallying of names, rules Rabbi
Weinberg, is an indirect means of counting. He further contends
that the conSiderations of economic planning and national security
which require an accurate census suffice to constitute a "purpose."
Accordingly, Rabbi Weinberg concludes that the laking of a census
is permited even according to the first analysis presented by
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Ramban in his commentary on Numbers 1:3. Rabbi Uziel,
Mishpetei Uzi'el, Choshen Mishpat, kelJalim, no. 2, also permits the
taking of a census on the grounds that it is conducted indirectly by
means of written documents and is undertaken for a legitimate
purp<,se. This is also the opinion of both Rabbi Friedman and
Rabbi Kasher. Z6 Rabbi Kasher adds further support to this
c<,nelusion by citing the comments of Ralbag, Numbers 1:2 and
Numbers 26:53, who declares categorically that the counting of
written names is not encompassed within the prohibition.
C0ntradicting the view of other biblical commentators, Ralbag
states that the later censuses undertaken by Moses were not
c<,nducted by means of collection of half-shekels but "according to
the number of names" as indicated in Numbers 1:2 and Numbers
26:53.27 It should he noted that R. Naphtali Zevi Yehudah Berlin, in
his biblical commentary Ha'amek Oavar, also interprets both verses
in an identical manner. 2S
26. See also Er.rayim la-Mis!lpal, millu'im, Berachot 62b.
27. Rabbi Kasher, Torah Shleimt:lh, XXI, 1611, further contends that tabulation by
mechanical means is not prohibited since the actual counting is not accomplished
by a human act. This view is disputed by Rabbi Schwartz, Mispar Bnei Yis.a'el,
p. 29.

211. In his commentary on Numbers 1:42, Ha'amek Davar cites an intriguing oral
tradition attributed to the Ari ha-Kadosh. Ari advances a resolution to a textual
difficulty in which he clearly assumes that those censuses were undertaken by
c<'unting slips of paper or the like upon which the names and tribal identification
were recorded. Ari ha-Kadosh e>.:plains that these slips were collected from the
entire community of Israel 3nd deposited in a single place. Thereupon the nasi of
each tribe came and selected those bearing the names of the members of his tribe
and placed them in a separate receptacle. The slips in each of those receptacles
were then counted in order to arrive at a census for each tribe. With the removal
of the slips bearing the names of the members of the first eleven tribes, all
remaining names were perforce known to be names of persons belonging to the
twelfth tribe without need for any further selection. Accordingly, e:<plains Ari
ha-Kadosh, with regard to each of the first eleven tribes, Scripture states "Of the
sons (If ... according 10 the number of names;" whereas with regard to Naphtali,
the last tribe to be counted, Scripture states simply, "The sons of Naphtali......
With regard to each of the first eleven tribes, e>.:plains Ari, the names counted
were of the sons of that tribe only, to the e1<dusion of slips bearing names of
members of other 1ribes. Hence the phrase "of the sons... " which e>.:dudes all
others. However, when it came time to count the tribe of Naphtali, all names
remaining in the hands of Moses were counted since no other names remaineG.
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PaTlJcipation in censuses conducted in the Diaspora does nol
Ndinarily present a problem because the prohibition against
counting is limited to the counting of the Jewish populace. 29
Cc>unting Jews as part of a census of the general. i'opu(ation with no
effNt to ascertain the precise size of the Jewish community entails
no violation (\f Jewish law. However, participation in a census
which is designed to determine the specific number of members of
each religious group, including the Jewish community, would be
pr(\blematic. Such a census would presumably be sanctioned by
the authorities who permit the Israeli census, but only when
conducted by means of a written questionnaire and undertaken for
11 legitimate purpose.
Rabbi Kasher, however, sanctions a census of both Jews and
n0n-Jews even when the census is designed to yield population
figures for the Jewish community. Rabbi Kasher's permissive view
with regard to the the Israeli census is based in part upon the
wnsideration that the Israeli census is not limited to the Jewish
p0pulace but includes non-Jews residing in Israel as well. Rabbi
Kasher, without citing sources or developing a compelling
argument, views this procedure as permissible despite the fact that
the census is also designed to determine the specific number of Jews
residing in Israel. Rabbi Kasher's conclusion in this regard is
sharply contested by Tzitz £/i'ezer, VII, no. 3, sec. 2.
Rabbi Kasher finds additional grounds to permit the Israeli
census despite the fact that it is ostensibly designed to yield the
number of Jewish nationals within the State of Israel. He maintains,
as does Cnatam Safer, that an inaccurate reckoning is merely an
appfClximation. Moreover, unlike Cnatam Sofer, Rabbi Kasher is
prepared to permit an inaccurate reckoning even without
aCC0mpanying half-shekels as "ransom." Accordingly, he argues
that since many individuals who have not undergone valid
c0nversion procedures are counted as Jews by the census-takers, the
29.

n.

Rachamin Yit1.chak relaggi, Yaleh la-Lev, I, hashmalot, no. 55, sec. 2, cites R.
Ber.lchyah lJerach, Zera Beradr, Pars/lal Bmnidbllr, who permits all forms of
C<'unting in the Diaspora on the basis of kabbalistic considerations. Tzitz Eli'ezu,
Vll, nC'o J, se.:. 30, dismisses those comments as a homiletic excursus ralher than
as a halachk rulin.:
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results are inaccurate and hence constitute a mere appoximation of
the Jewish populace. Ju
It should be noted, however, that in addition to Chatam Safer,
an0ther authority, Ramal Shmu'el, cited by Etz Yose! in his
wmmentary on fin Ya'akov, Yoma 22b, forbids even an
apprcoximate tabulation. In the view of Ramal Shmu.'el, the
prcohibition against counting the populace applies even when the
method employed is inaccurate and hence yields only an
approximation. In support of this postion Ramat Shmu.'el cites
Genesis 32:13 which he renders literally as "which shall not be
estimated (10 yimad) and shall not be counted."Jl
Other authorities question the undertaking of a census by the
g0vernment of the State of Israel on the basis of a variety of
c0nsiderations:
1. Rabbi Goren concedes that were each individual to fill out a
separate form, the subsequent counting of the forms themselves,
i.e., the counting of individual pieces of paper, would present no
problem. However, he views the counting of individual names
recorded on such forms as being significantly different in nature.
That distinction, as earlier noted, is contradicted by Ralbag and
Ha'amek Davar.
2. Rabbi Goren further contends that the concept of "purpose"
or "necessity" (tzorech), as formulated by Ramban, is limited to a
need involving elimination of danger to life. Accordingly, he
expresses reservation with regard to the legitimacy of a census
undertaken for purposes of economic planning. Rabbi Goren
wncedes that the censuses undertaken by Moses were not
predicated upon a "purpose" involving a threat to life. He
maintains, however, that Moses' censuses were permitted only
because the half-shekel collected in conjunction with the census
served as a "ransom." However, it should be noted that in the
words of Ramban, who formulated the concept of "purpose" there

30. Rabbi Rudick, Techmnill ,IV, JJ2 obscrve$ that the fact that there are,
unf"rtunately, some JeW1; who seek to conceal their Jewish identity further
c<,ntributes to the inaccur<1cy of the tabulation of the size of the Jewish popul..ce.
31. Cf., Mispar atle; Yisra'el, p. 29. note tOb.
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is no suggestion that the concept is limited to a life~lhreatening
consideration.
[t is noteworthy thai a thesis similar to that advanced by Rabbi
Goren is propounded by one biblical commentator in order to
resolve the contradictory midrashic explanations of the nature of
King David's transgession. Or ha-Chayyim, Exodus 31:12, explains
that David erred in conducting a census which was not undertaken
fN a valid purpose. In advancing this explanation Or ha-Chayyim
follows Ramban, Numbers 1:3, and the midrashic sources cited by
the latter. As noted earlier, the Gemara, Berachot 62b, indicates that
had David followed the procedure stipulated in Exodus 30:2 and
taken the census by means of a collection of half-shekels he would
have incurred no transgression even though the census was
undertaken in the absence of a legitimate purpose. Ramban regards
this wntradiction as reflecting diverse midrashic traditions. Or haChayyim, however, resolves the contradiction by postulating that,
when undertaken by means of half-shekels which are contributed to
the sancturary as a "ransom," a census may be undertaken even
absent a valid "purpose."u Or ha-Chayyim, however, does not
restrictively define the concept of "purpose "as limited to a matter
involving danger to life.
3. Other authorities also argue that the present census serves
n(l legitimate function, but do so on entirely different grounds.
Rabbi Schwartz, Mispar Bnei Yisra'eI p. 31, note 11, and p. 36, note
1, cites an assertion to the effect that, when the approximate size of
the population is already known, a census designed to yield more
precise figures does not serve a legitimate "purpose". This appears
to have been Rabbi Waldenberg's major reservation with regard to
the 5721 censes as recorded in Tzitz Eli'ezer, VII, no. 3, sec. 53.
4. Rabbi Coren further contends that a census of the
population of the State of Israel may constitute a counting of "all of
Israel" which he argues (without citing the second analysis
presented by Ramban, Numbers 1 :3) is forbidden under all
circumstances. With regard to an entirely different matter,
Rambam, Hi/chot Shegagot 13:2, basing himself upon Horiyot 3a,
32. See Tzitz Eli'ezer, VII, no. 3, sec. 22, ciled above. note 16.
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declares that the halachic concept of a "community" is limited to
Jews who reside in IsraeL This point is made by Rabbi A.1. Kook,
Mishpat Kohen, no. 143, p. 30B, and by other authorities with
regard to other facets of halacha, but is the subject of considerable
dispute. JJ
5. In prohibiting participation in the Israeli census despite the
fact that it is conducted by means of a wrillen questionnaire, Rabbi
Chaim Kanievsky, in his statement issued in 5732, relies in part
upon an opinion of Chatam Safer which is reported in Teshuvot
Ketav Safer, Yoreh De'ah, no. 106. Rabbi Kanievsky quotes
Chatam Sofer as prohibiting counting "even by means of
writing."JI
However, Chatam Sofer as cited by Ketav Safer (as distinct
from the position taken by Chatam Safer both in his Kovetz
Teshuvot and in his novellae) states only that no distinction is to be
made between "speaking" and "writing" with regard to censusJJ. See R. Ovadiah YOSl'f. Yabi'a Orner, VI, Orad, Chayyim,

no. 41, and
Contemporary Halakhic Problems, ll, Iso.Parenthetically, it should be noted that
cClunting the ma;c.rity of the Jewish people is tantamount to a census of the
entire community of Israel. See T~it~ Eli'eur, VII, no. 3. sec. 24. This is evident
frClm the categoriution of the census conducted by Joab as a violation of the
prohibition dl"Spite the fact that Joab excluded the tribes of Levi and Benjamin
and hence his census involved only ten tribes. See Rashi and Radak, 11 Samuel
24:9 and Maharit, Twjnat Pa'aneach, Ki TisSIl, dUlIsh 1. Tzitz Eli'ezer, VI!, no.
3, sees. 20 and 37, maintains that, for purposes of this prohibition, the counting
"f inhabitants of an entire city and, a fo,tio,i, of an entire country constitutl"S the
cClunting of an entire "community." Nllchlll fitlln 6:10, sec. 7. opines that the
cl'unting of any specific class of individuals. e.g.. potential conscripts for
militilry service, is similarly encompassed within the ambit of this prohibition.
The counting of the population of local areas and subsequentlabulation of the
pc>pulatil'n of the entire community on the basis of those figures is forbidden
accNding to all authorities. Indeed, as recorded by Yalkut Shim'oni, II Samuel
2.4. J"ab conducted his ce!\Sus by muns of compiling the aggregate tabulation of
family STOUpS.
Tzilz fli'eze" Vll, no. 3, sec. 2., declares that, even in the event that figures for
specific sroupi or are~s have already been obtained, it is forbidden to tabulate
the tCltal population by combining the previously ascertained figures.
34. Fl'T a similar view with regard to written oaths and vows s~ TesJlUvol Cila/am
Sofer, Yo",h De'llll, nos. 2.2.0 and 2.2.7 and Choshe" Mislrpal, no. 79. Cf..
hClwt'ver, sources cited by T~it~ fli'ezer, VII, no. 50.
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taking. Thus, according to GillIam Sofer, it would be prohibited to
("('unl peC'ple by means of recording numbers just as it is Forbidden
to C0unl them orally. Certainly, if no distinction is made between
speaking and writing, it would be forbidden to record names and
numbers in serial order in order to yield a total count. However, the
{"{'unting (If slips of paper bearing names,J5 or the counting of the
names recorded on slips of paper, is not necessarily banned by
C/latam Sofer (dS reported by Kefav Sofer ).36
Nevertheless,it need not be assumed that this distinction was
(>verl"oked by Rabbi Kanievsky in his brief comments. It should be
noted Ihat the census form contains a box in which the total
number of family members is to be entered by the census~taker.J7
Thus there is a direct written declaration of the total number of
members in the family unit.
In light of the foregoing, even assuming that, contrary to the
p{\sitions of Chatam Sofer, there is no prohibition against a written
tabulation, the census-taker would be required to exercise care in
determining the number of members within the family unit solely
by counting the names recorded on the form rather than by eliciting
the information orally from the householder. 38 It is noteworthy that

35. Tzir1. EIi'f'ZI'r, VIJ, no. 3, sec. 'II, suggests that recording names on a list which
has bee-n prenumbered in the margin may also bt' permissible.
36. See NllChlll EirlllJ 6:10, sec. 7.
37. Mispllr Bllei Yisrll'eI, p. 36, states that on the census forms employed in 5743
pe<>ple were asked to record names of all family members on unnumbered lines
and the box in which the total number of all family members was to be entered
wu "abrogated." Such a box does, however, appear on the form reproduced by
R..bbi Rudick, Techlm/ill, IV, 333. Presumably, this box although present, was
n"t used pursuant to the agreement reached with the Chief Rabbinate. Sef'
bel(>w, note 41 and accompanying teXI.
38. It sh0lIJd, however, he noted that Pe'at hll-Shu/chlln permits the counting of
pt'C'ple when such counting is carried out other than in their presence. As
evidence he cites the Mishn..h, Shllbbllr 14Sb, which provides that a person may
c('unt his guests orally on the Sabbath. Pe'at hll-Sh,/lehlln explains that the
pr0hibition against counting does not apply under such conditions because the
c('unting is done in preparation for the meal prior to the arrival of the guests.
Cha/am Sofer, however, understands the Mishnah as permitting the counting of
guests "nly in the sense of permitting the counting of portions prepared for each
"f the guests.
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the present Chief Rabbis, in a leiter addressed to the appropriate
gcwernment official, confirm an agreement to the effect that the
census-takers would not record these numbers. J9
6. Rabbi Kanievsky also follows Ramban and Tosafot Rid in
forbidding even indirect counting unless undertaken for a
"purpose." From the context of his remarks it is evident that Rabbi
Kanievsky does not view contemporary censuses as being
undertaken for a valid pupose. Indeed, it may be that consideration
which he regards as determinate. Whether or not a census serves a
valid purpose is an issue which is essentially factual in nature and is
contingent upon the exigencies of the situation.
In conjunction with the 5732 census, Rabbi Unterman ruled
that the recording of names in answer to the questions posed on the
census questionnarire is to be deemed "an indirect" form of
counting. He further advised that persons who are not prepared to
rely upon this permissive view should merely inform the censustaker of any change in the number of members of the household
which may have occurred since the prior census without disclosing
the total number of family members.~o
Various modifications were introduced in conjunction with the
5743 census as a result of an agreement between the government
and the Chief Rabbinate. The agreement provided that only names
C'f family members would be recorded, that the accompanying
numbers on the blank lines provided for this purpose would be
eliminated and, as noted earlier, that the number of persons in the
h0usehold would nol be totaled by the census-takers. The
agreement further provided that the tabulation of all demographic
information be performed entirely by means of electronic devices
and that the process in no way involve calculations performed by
human beings. 41

Danger as Distinct from TransgreSSion
At least two authorities, Klei Chemdah, Parshat Ki Tissa, and
Nadlal fitall 6:10, sec. 7, assert that the danger inherent in the
.39 Tedlll"'i", IV, 336. It m"y be ~ssllmed that this tabulation was omitted because
of the likeli!lc>l'd th,lt the inform"tion would bf' elicit~>d orally and in order to
conform with the opinon of Clullam Sofer as recorded by Ketav Sofer and that it
W,lS further stipulated th"t ,,[[ c<llc"lalions be made electronically in order to
conform with thp opinion of elmttun Sot", .115 ex Dressed in his Kovel1. TesllL'vol.
40. 5<-", Tedmmi", IV, 335.
41. See Teel"''''i''_ IV, 336, and Mi5pa, B"ei Yism',,1, p.38.
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laking of a census is entirely independent of any prohibition
cClnc('rning counting the populace. 41 Therefore, according to these

.1uthorities, even in situations in which (according to some
C'pini(ms) no prohibition pertains, c.g. only a portion of the
p0pulace is counled or the census is taken by indirect meanS, the
pwcedure nevertheless involves an inherent danger and should be
eschewed for that reason. Other authorities maintain that, although
it may be forbidden to count even a portion of the populace, danger
is present only when a census of the en lire people is taken. 43
Of interest with regard to the question of danger is the opinion
(If an anonymous authority cited by Midrash TaJpiyot, no. 20Y
ACCQrding 10 this view the danger of a plague is present only when
the cellSUS is taken by a "king" for vainglorious motives. Some
evidence for this view may be found inYa/ku.t Shim'o"i, II Samuel
24. Ya/kul Sllim'o"; records that Joah attempted 10 suppress
accurate results of his census and did not wish to apprise King
David of the total number counled.~~ Ostensibly, once the counting
was completed, the harm had already been done and the delivery of
an accurate report to the king would have involved no further
transgression.~t> However, if it is the king's hubris which engenders
danger, Joab's desire to prevent David from receiving Ihis
inf{'lfmation is readily understandable since in suppressing the
results he would succeed in averting danger to the populace. 47
Mispar Bllei Yisra'el, p. 31, note 12, declares that any form of
publidzation ('If dissemination of the results of a census is forbidden
since it is to be assumed that the "evil eye" is enhanced thereby.
That consideration may well have been the reason that Joab sought
t() wilhh(lld accurate results qf his census from David.
5"0' ,11~" Mispllr B'le; YisrIl'el, p.20.
43. See Misp<lr Bnei YisTa'el, p.2l.
Set' Tzitz Eli'l'ur, VIJ, no. 3, Sl'C. II. ~nd Mispar Bllei Yisra'e/, p.21, null' 4.
See ,lis" Bmllidlmr R"bbllll, 2:10.
In c<'ml1lyin!i with IIll'directiveof King D.wid even though he rl'Cognized ilto ~ at
v.ni,lOce with H.ll.1Ch,l. Jo,.b w"s f~ilhfulto his own nQn-norm~tive view. recorded
in S""hed.it! 49". I" the effect Ih~1 the prohibition against/ese majes'e applies even
un,ll" ~\lf:h circumst.mcl'S. ,\ltern"tively. he may also have felt that disobedience to
the COlllm,'nd of th... king would imperil his own life.
47. Cr., h"w"vcr, Tzitz E/tell'r, VlJ. no. 3. sec. 2, who Slates that. as reported by
Yalkllt SlIi",'o"i, J,,~h tr"nsmill"d the '"small"r'" number but not th" "larger'"
l'>('l';"'~" t,ln"I"tion of ~ census of th" IMger popub<:e by means of adding the sum
"f 'm~H"r g"'up< is ~IS(I forbidden. A<:mrding to Tzirz E/i'ezer, Joab transmitted
th" figures f,'1 "Mious groul>S <:Qunted. i.e., the "smaller'" t~bulalions, b"t declinw
h. ("ombme the number<; III order to determine the ~g.gregate or "larger'" num~r.
s...., "n.,v", note 33.

42.
H.
4S.
46.

